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(which is equal to its mass times the speed of light squared). This
amount is spectacularly high, more than 10 times as great as the
energy that would be released if the material underwent ther-
monuclear reactions, such as occur in stars or hydrogen bombs.
And yet this prediction agrees with observations of the radiation
from quasars, highly luminous objects that are believed to be
powered by accretion disks around supermassive black holes
in the centers of early galaxies. When one calculates the total en-
ergy radiated over time by all the quasars in a given region of
space, it turns out to be about 10 percent of the mass of all the
supermassive black holes currently observed in an equivalent re-
gion times the speed of light squared.

Turbulence in Space
BUT WHAT IS THE NATURE of the friction inside the ac-
cretion disks that touches off this enormous energy release?
One possibility is that the particles that make up the material
in the disk undergo collisions in which they exchange small
amounts of energy and angular momentum. This mechanism
operates in Saturn’s rings: as the pebbles, rocks and boulders
that make up the rings collide, their energy is lost as heat, and
angular momentum is transferred outward. Ordinary fluids act

in much the same way; in fact, Saturn’s rings can be thought
of as a viscous fluid in which the colliding molecules are actu-
ally rocks! The collisions give the rings a tendency to spread ra-
dially, but Saturn’s moons act as reservoirs of angular mo-
mentum that keep the rings confined.

Unfortunately, this simple process cannot explain the ac-
tivity of many other types of accretion disks. In the accretion
disks in binary systems or at the centers of galaxies, particle col-
lisions would produce an inflow of mass that is too small by
many orders of magnitude to produce the brilliant luminosity
of these disks. Another possibility is that large-scale spiral
waves in the disk, similar to the spiral arms observed in galax-
ies, hasten the inflow of matter. Just as sound waves transport
energy through the air, spiral waves can transport both energy
and angular momentum outward and facilitate the accretion of
material inward. And astronomers, in fact, have seen evidence
of spiral-wave patterns in accretion disks in some binary sys-
tems. But the spiral waves in these systems do not appear to be
large enough to produce the rate of matter inflow needed to ex-
plain the observed radiation from the disks.

Many astrophysicists believe, however, that the most wide-
spread mechanism for friction inside accretion disks is turbu-
lence, which would accelerate the inflow of matter by generat-
ing violent, large-scale collisions. When water flows in a pipe,
the viscosity of the liquid causes the flow speed to be highest at
the center of the pipe and lowest near the pipe’s inner surface.
If the water is forced to move faster, this velocity shear becomes
larger and eventually destabilizes the flow, making it turbulent
and chaotic. Because accretion disks also contain flows with very
high rates of shear, scientists proposed in the 1970s that the
disks must also be highly turbulent. But when researchers tried
to demonstrate this phenomenon using the basic equations of
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Protoplanetary Disk
In the Orion nebula, about 1,500 light-years from Earth,
a protoplanetary disk surrounds a star that is only one
million years old. The disk is about 40 billion kilometers
across (three times the size of our solar system) and
is composed of 99 percent gas and 1 percent dust.
As the disk evolves, it may form a planetary system like our own.

Spiral Galaxy
NGC 7331, a spiral galaxy about 50 million light-years from Earth, is a disk
just like our own Milky Way galaxy. Data from the Spitzer Space Telescope, a
new observatory that looks at infrared radiation, indicate the presence of a
supermassive black hole in the galaxy’s core.

Jet from a Nascent Star
HH-30, a newborn star about 450 light-
years from Earth, is embedded in a
protoplanetary disk (viewed edge-on at
left). Two jets of gas stream in opposite
directions from the center of the disk,
moving as fast as 960,000 kilometers

per hour. The star’s magnetic field may be channeling the gas.

Jet from an Active Galaxy
The active nucleus of M87, a giant
elliptical galaxy about 50 million
light-years from Earth, is emitting 
a jet of high-speed electrons that
stretches 6,500 light-years from 
the galaxy’s core. An accretion disk
spinning around a supermassive
black hole is putting most of its
power into the jet. 

OMER BLAES has long been intrigued by the dynamics of accretion
disks. A professor of physics at the University of California, Santa
Barbara, he earned his Ph.D. in 1985 from the International School
for Advanced Studies in Trieste, Italy. He then did postdoctoral re-
search at the California Institute of Technology and the Canadian
Institute for Theoretical Astrophysics in Toronto. Blaes is a theorist
who works in the area of high-energy astrophysics; in addition to
accretion disks, he is particularly interested in the physics of com-
pact objects such as black holes, neutron stars and white dwarfs.
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A Gallery of Disks and Jets
Astronomers have observed disks across the universe—around young stars in nebulas in our own galaxy and at the centers of galaxies
millions of light-years away. Many of the disks emit long jets of particles in a process that is still not well understood.  
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Blaes “A Universe of Disks” (Scientific American)

Mirabel & Rodriguez, Nature



¿Cuáles son las diferencias entre los discos 
de acreció en torno a agujeros negros 

estelares, supermasivos, y protoestrellas? 



Intro sobre interpretación de observaciones
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Fig. 1.— Left: Illustration of the dust temperature and gas density structure in the protoplanetary disks. A sketched distribution of dust
particles is shown by the black circles, whose size variation is represented by the symbol size. Bare grains are present within the water
snow line (dashed curve), H2O-coated grains are contoured in blue, and CO-coated grains, outside the CO snow-line (dotted curve), are
contoured in white. Right: A simplified representation of the emission regions of the main simple molecules is shown in the top panel,
while the main dust thermal and scattered light emission regions are highlighted in purple and yellow in the bottom panel. Alongside,
the wavelength range of the emission is reported. The axes show the approximate logarithmic distance from the central star, both in the
radial and vertical direction.

tially distributed and what its radial extent is, how geomet-
rically thick and layered disks are and how this is connected
to disk viscosity and temperature. Each one of these prop-
erties is of interest as it sets the stage for disk evolution,
informs which processes are at play, and feeds back into
corresponding planet formation theories. While targeted
observations of disks have revealed—in many aspects—an
increasingly diverse population, this chapter seeks to unify
our understanding of the more general properties that regu-
late planet formation.

In this chapter, we will review our understanding of the
fundamental properties of disks including the relevant ob-
servational techniques, molecular probes of physical pro-
cesses, modeling methods, and each of these tool’s respec-
tive caveats. The chapter is structured as follows. Sec. 2 de-
scribes our current understanding of each fundamental disk
property. Sec. 3 discusses open questions and their impli-
cations for planet formation. Sec. 4 synthesizes our current
picture of bulk disk properties, and summarizes key areas
of improvement needed going forward. We note that many
disk properties, their measurement, and the implications of
such measurements are highly interdependent. We there-
fore decided not to separate the discussion as it has been
done traditionally, for example presenting first a description
of the dust in disks and then describing their gaseous com-

ponent. For this reason some topics (e.g., dust opacity, disk
thermal structure), that are relevant for different disk prop-
erties, are discussed in different parts of the text as needed.

2. FUNDAMENTAL DISK PROPERTIES

2.1. Disk Mass

2.1.1. Dust Mass: Dust Grain Sizes, Opacity, and Optical
Depth

The total amount of observable solid material—which
we will call dust—and the sizes of these dust particles are
among the two most crucial pieces of information to inform
theoretical models of planet formation. The former tells
us how much material there is (or remains) to form terres-
trial planets or cores of giant planets. The latter, i.e., the
sizes of dust particles, determines their aerodynamic behav-
ior: how they interact with the gas and how they accumu-
late to eventually assemble the building blocks of planets.
However, measuring dust surface density and particle sizes
is not straight-forward. Both of these quantities are gener-
ally entangled with the disk physical structure and the par-
ticle composition, impacting their optical properties. Inter-
preting observations of the continuum flux of disks there-
fore relies on modeling and strong assumptions to derive
the desired physical quantities. On the most basic level,
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Continuo de polvo

• Los discos protoplanetarios 
tienen temperaturas de 100 a 
1500K más o menos. Eso 
significa que son lugares ideales 
para encontrar “polvo”. Qué 
significa esto? 


• A partir de observaciones en 
longitudes de onda opticamente 
delgadas podemos determinar 
las propiedades del polvo. Qué 
significa esto?



Imge Credit: NASA, ESA, CSA, STScI

Necesitamos transferencia radiativa



Radiation transfer 
Radiation transport

Maxwells equations

Radiative transfer

What is radiative transfer?
A discipline? A process? A theory? A phenomenon? A tool?

• Rditive trnsfer is essentilly  theory, 
llows you to study how rdition trvels nd 
intercts with  medium.   

• It’s  mcroscopic description of the 
interction between light nd mtter.  
Pre-dtes quntum mechnics. 

• Complex interply between bsorption, 
emission nd scttering of photons. 

Boltzmann equation

Quantum mechanics



Climate Science

Solar Radiation and Earth's 
Atmosphere

• Rditive trnsfer is fundmentl in 
understnding how solr rdition is 
bsorbed nd re-emitted by the 
Erth's surfce nd tmosphere, 
crucil in climte models nd studies 
of globl wrming nd the climte 
crisis.



Oceanography

Light absorption and scattering 
in ocean waters.

• Rditive trnsfer is used to study how 
light penetrtes ocen lyers, which is 
importnt for understnding ocenic 
het content, plnt life distribution, 
nd underwter visibility.



Art

“Atmospheric perspective” in 
paintings

• Atmospheric perspective,  concept 
often used in rt, is the effect where 
objects t  distnce pper less 
distinct nd usully “colder” thn 
objects close by. This phenomenon is 
 direct consequence of the rditive 
trnsfer of light s it trvels through 
the Erth's tmosphere.



Tech & Innovation

Special FX in movies



Tech & Innovation

Special FX in movies



Key issue in astrophysics

Radiation Transfer

• Involves the min cooling processes 
nd lso heting processes 

• A lot of the chemistry is driven by 
rdition 

• Link between theory nd 
observtions (dignostic RT).

Woitke 2014
Pinte 2014



Rel observtion

HD169142, Pérez et l. (2019)

Radiation Transfer

• Involves the min cooling processes 
nd lso heting processes 

• A lot of the chemistry is driven by 
rdition 

• Link between theory nd 
observtions (dignostic RT).

Key issue in astrophysics



Hydrodynmic model + RT

Rel observtion

HD169142, Pérez et l. (2019)

Radiation Transfer

• Involves the min cooling processes 
nd lso heting processes 

• A lot of the chemistry is driven by 
rdition 

• Link between theory nd 
observtions (dignostic RT).

Key issue in astrophysics



Radiation transfer approximation

• good news: we do not need to solve Mxwell’s equtions 

• the lws of geometric optics pply sometimes. 

• we cn use the prticle description of electromgnetic rdition nd ignore diffrction 
(except…) 

• For  diluted medium (like nebule or some prts of protoplnetry disks) 

• Index of refrction is set to 1. —> Light trvels strictly in stright lines 

• In cse of scttering, light trvels in stright lines between two events



Imagine a beam of light

ΔI = −absorption + emission

Source terms 
(dd to the emission)

( j)

Δs

−αIΔs + jΔsΔI =
ΔI
Δs

= − αI + j

(I)

dI
ds

= − αI + j

(−αI)Absorption 
(dust/plnets/rebel scum)



Radiation transfer equation

dI
ds

= − αI + j + scattering

The rditive trnsfer eqution is nothing 
more thn injecting photons into  ry, nd 
removing photons from tht sme ry. 

I = I(ν, x, y, z, n)

opacity



Radiation transfer equation

dIν

ds
= − ρκνIν

The rditive trnsfer eqution is nothing 
more thn injecting photons into  ry, nd 
removing photons from tht sme ry. Iν(s1) = Iν(s0) e−τν

τν(s0, s1) =∫
s1

s0
ρκνds

mass weighted opacity
αν = ρκν



Radiation transfer equation

Iν = Bν(T)
Case of a medium in thermal equilibrium

dIν

ds
= − ανIν + jν = − ανBν(T) + jν = 0

jν
αν

= Bν(T) Kirchhoff’s lw



NASA, ESA, Leah Hustak (STScI)

Kirchhoff’s lw 



Radiation transfer equation in LTE

dIν

ds
= ρκν[Bν(T) − Iν]

• To solve the RT for  given medium, we need to put the problem on  grid.   

• Choose the right sptil resolution. 

• Use  stble numericl integrtion scheme. 

• Use ll the pproprite pproximtions.



Cosmic dust

Radiative transfer in dusty media

Emission nebul

Reflection nebul

Drk clouddIν

ds
= − ανIν + jν + scattering



It has to do with opacities

What dictates what we see?

Bell & Lin (1994)

κν

EHT Collbortion

ALMA prtnership (2015)



How are they calculated?

Opacities

• The vlue of kpp will depend on mny 
vribles:  

• Composition (most common re silictes, 
crbonceous mterils, nd ices (wter, 
CO, etc) - is it  mix? 

• Shpe - re they relly sphericl? 

• Porosity - frctl structures? 

• Use of correct opticl constnts (people re 
trying to mesure this here in lbs)

Simulation by Alexander Seizinger

Chondrites


